
Pope Francis’ Prayer to Mary during the 
Coronavirus Pandemic 
 

 

O Mary, 

you always shine on our path 

as a sign of salvation and of hope. 

We entrust ourselves to you, Health of the Sick, 

who at the cross took part in Jesus’ pain, keeping your faith firm. 

You, Salvation of the Roman People, 

know what we need, 

and we are sure you will provide 

so that, as in Cana of Galilee, 

we may return to joy and to feasting 

after this time of trial. 

Help us, Mother of Divine Love, 

to conform to the will of the Father 

and to do as we are told by Jesus, 

who has taken upon himself our sufferings 

and carried our sorrows 

to lead us, through the cross, 

to the joy of the resurrection. Amen. 

Under your protection, we seek refuge, Holy Mother of God. Do not disdain the 

entreaties of we who are in trial, but deliver us from every danger, O glorious and 

blessed Virgin. 

 

 

  



A Prayer for Healthcare Workers during this time of the 

Coronavirus COVID-19 
 
Loving God, 
we place into your care 
all our doctors, nurses and healthcare workers. 
Give them courage of heart 
and strength of mind and body. 
Keep them safe from harm. 
May they know our deep gratitude 
for all they are doing 
to heal and help those affected by 
the coronavirus. 
God of all consolation 
may they know your protection and peace. 
Bless them in these challenging days 
and bless their families. 
Amen 

  



 

A Prayer in the Time of the Coronavirus 
 

Almighty and All–loving God, 
Father, Son and Holy Spirit, 
we pray to you through Christ the Healer 
for those who suffer from the Coronavirus Covid–19 
in Ireland and across the world. 
We pray too for all who reach out to those who mourn the loss 
of each and every person who has died as a result of contracting the disease. 
Give wisdom to policymakers, 
skill to healthcare professionals and researchers, 
comfort to everyone in distress 
and a sense of calm to us all in these days of uncertainty and distress. 
This we ask in the name of Jesus Christ our Lord 
who showed compassion to the outcast, 
acceptance to the rejected 
and love to those to whom no love was shown. 
Amen. 

  

Archbishop Michael Jackson 
Dublin & Glendalough 

 

  



 

 

Wild Geese by Mary Oliver 

 

You do not have to be good. 

You do not have to walk on your knees 

for a hundred miles through the desert repenting. 

You only have to let the soft animal of your body 

love what it loves. 

Tell me about despair, yours, and I will tell you mine. 

Meanwhile the world goes on. 

Meanwhile the sun and the clear pebbles of the rain 

are moving across the landscapes, 

over the prairies and the deep trees, 

the mountains and the rivers. 

Meanwhile the wild geese, high in the clean blue air, 

are heading home again. 

Whoever you are, no matter how lonely, 

the world offers itself to your imagination, 

calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and exciting 

over and over announcing your place 

in the family of things. 

  



 

For a new beginning by John O’Donohue 

 

In out of the way places of the heart 
Where your thoughts never think to wander 

This beginning has been quietly forming 
Waiting until you were ready to emerge. 

For a long time it has watched your desire 
Feeling the emptiness grow inside you 

Noticing how you willed yourself on 
Still unable to leave what you had outgrown. 

It watched you play with the seduction of safety 
And the grey promises that sameness whispered 

Heard the waves of turmoil rise and relent 
Wondered would you always live like this. 

Then the delight, when your courage kindled, 
And out you stepped onto new ground, 

Your eyes young again with energy and dream 
A path of plenitude opening before you. 

Though your destination is not clear 
You can trust the promise of this opening; 
Unfurl yourself into the grace of beginning 

That is one with your life’s desire. 

Awaken your spirit to adventure 
Hold nothing back, learn to find ease in risk 

Soon you will be home in a new rhythm 
For your soul senses the world that awaits you. 

  



Lockdown 

by Brother Richard Hendrick 

Yes there is fear. 
Yes there is isolation. 
Yes there is panic buying. 
Yes there is sickness. 
Yes there is even death. 
But, 
They say that in Wuhan after so many years of noise 
You can hear the birds again. 
They say that after just a few weeks of quiet 
The sky is no longer thick with fumes 
But blue and grey and clear. 
They say that in the streets of Assisi 
People are singing to each other 
across the empty squares, 
keeping their windows open 
so that those who are alone 
may hear the sounds of family around them. 
They say that a hotel in the West of Ireland 
Is offering free meals and delivery to the housebound. 
Today a young woman I know 
is busy spreading fliers with her number 
through the neighbourhood 
So that the elders may have someone to call on. 
Today Churches, Synagogues, Mosques and Temples 
are preparing to welcome 
and shelter the homeless, the sick, the weary 
All over the world people are slowing down and reflecting 
All over the world people are looking at their neighbours in a new way 
All over the world people are waking up to a new reality 
To how big we really are. 
To how little control we really have. 
To what really matters. 
To Love. 
So we pray and we remember that 
Yes there is fear. 
But there does not have to be hate. 
Yes there is isolation. 
But there does not have to be loneliness. 
Yes there is panic buying. 
But there does not have to be meanness. 
Yes there is sickness. 
But there does not have to be disease of the soul 
Yes there is even death. 
But there can always be a rebirth of love. 
Wake to the choices you make as to how to live now. 
Today, breathe. 



Listen, behind the factory noises of your panic 
The birds are singing again 
The sky is clearing, 
Spring is coming, 
And we are always encompassed by Love. 
Open the windows of your soul 
And though you may not be able 
to touch across the empty square, 
Sing. 

  



The Summer Day” 
by Mary Oliver 

Who made the world? 

Who made the swan, and the black bear? 

Who made the grasshopper? 

This grasshopper, I mean- 

the one who has flung herself out of the grass, 

the one who is eating sugar out of my hand, 

who is moving her jaws back and forth instead of up and down- 

who is gazing around with her enormous and complicated eyes. 

Now she lifts her pale forearms and thoroughly washes her face. 

Now she snaps her wings open, and floats away. 

I don’t know exactly what a prayer is. 

I do know how to pay attention, how to fall down 

into the grass, how to kneel down in the grass, 

how to be idle and blessed, how to stroll through the fields, 

which is what I have been doing all day. 

Tell me, what else should I have done? 

Doesn’t everything die at last, and too soon? 

Tell me, what is it you plan to do 

with your one wild and precious life? 

  



The Sun by Mary Oliver 

 

Have you ever seen 
anything 

in your life 
more wonderful 

than the way the sun, 
every evening, 

relaxed and easy, 
floats toward the horizon 

and into the clouds or the hills, 
or the rumpled sea, 

and is gone– 
and how it slides again 

out of the blackness, 
every morning, 

on the other side of the world, 
like a red flower 

streaming upward on its heavenly oils, 
say, on a morning in early summer, 

at its perfect imperial distance– 
and have you ever felt for anything 

such wild love– 
do you think there is anywhere, in any language, 

a word billowing enough 
for the pleasure 

that fills you, 
as the sun 

reaches out, 
as it warms you 

as you stand there, 
empty-handed– 
or have you too 

turned from this world– 

or have you too 
gone crazy 
for power, 
for things? 

  



‘And People Stayed Home’ Kathleen O’Meara.  

And people stayed home 
And read books and listened 
And rested and exercised 
And made art and played 
And learned new ways of being 
And stopped 
And listened deeper 
Someone meditated 
Someone prayed 
Someone danced 
Someone met their shadow 
And people began to think differently 
And people healed 
And in the absence of people who lived in ignorant ways 
Dangerous, meaningless and heartless, 
Even the earth began to heal 
And when the danger ended 
And people found each other 
Grieved for the dead people 
And they made new choices 
And dreamed of new visions 
And created new ways of life 
And healed the earth completely 
Just as they were healed themselves. 

  



 

  



Mother Teresa: "Do It Anyway" 

 

People are often unreasonable, irrational, and self-centered.  Forgive them 
anyway. 

If you are kind, people may accuse you of selfish, ulterior motives.  Be kind 
anyway. 

If you are successful, you will win some unfaithful friends and some genuine 
enemies.  Succeed anyway. 

If you are honest and sincere people may deceive you.  Be honest and sincere 
anyway. 

What you spend years creating, others could destroy overnight.  Create 
anyway. 

If you find serenity and happiness, some may be jealous.  Be happy anyway. 

The good you do today, will often be forgotten.  Do good anyway. 

Give the best you have, and it will never be enough.  Give your best anyway. 

In the final analysis, it is between you and God.  It was never between you and 
them anyway. 

  



Beannacht / Blessing 
 

On the day when 
the weight deadens 
on your shoulders 
and you stumble, 
may the clay dance 
to balance you. 

And when your eyes 
freeze behind 
the grey window 
and the ghost of loss 
gets into you, 
may a flock of colours, 
indigo, red, green 
and azure blue, 
come to awaken in you 
a meadow of delight. 

When the canvas frays 
in the currach of thought 
and a stain of ocean 
blackens beneath you, 
may there come across the waters 
a path of yellow moonlight 
to bring you safely home. 

May the nourishment of the earth be yours, 
may the clarity of light be yours, 
may the fluency of the ocean be yours, 
may the protection of the ancestors be yours. 

And so may a slow 
wind work these words 
of love around you, 
an invisible cloak 
to mind your life. 

John O'Donohue 

  



Quotes & Reflections 

 

Go, my people, enter your rooms and shut your doors behind you.  Take cover, for in 
a little while the fury will be over.  Isaiah 26:20 
 

Never give up on hope, never doubt, never tire and never become discouraged.  Do 
not be afraid. John Paul II 
 

The Lord will fight for you: you need only to be still. Exodus 14:14 
 
So do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will bring its own worries.  Today's 
trouble is enough for today.  Matthew 6:34 
 
Yesterday is gone.  Tomorrow has not yet come.  We have only today.  Let us begin. 
Saint Mother Theresa 
 
 

 

 

 


